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Contracts, Rights and Royalties (CRR) helps improve your copyright
compliance and effectively monetise your intellectual property
though better rights and royalty management. It forms one of three
highly configurable, content agnostic software modules that make up
the Ingenta Commercial suite.

Key features

One version
of the truth

Buy rights and sell rights.

Your contracts hold the objective truth for
all your activities and responsibilities.
Ingenta CRR standardises all your
contracts across the organisations. With
powerful templates, a central contract
repository and complete interlinking of
contracts to right and royalties, you can
have the confidence you're working from
one version of the truth. A contract centered process adds IP data integrity from
contract creation to available rights,
through to contributor royalty
calculations and payments.
With a clear picture of what rights you
own and which are available, through
integrated contracts, you're in a great
position to sell and market more
efficiently. Managing the whole process in
CRR you can better control your rights
income, incoming and outgoing
permissions and make sure you're
copyright compliant.

With all the nuances of your contracts
understood by the system they're stored
in, royalty payments become simple with
automated calculations and flexible
creation of statements, including on
demand draft copies. You can reconcile
royalty payments across sales and finance
systems and give better service to
contributors by offering web portal access
to view contracts, statements and sales.

Create and manage detailed
contracts.

Manage the payment of
advances and royalties.
Make complex royalty
calculations.
Create statements.
Manage income generated
from licencing IP (intellectual
property) and selling
subsidiary rights.
A comprehensive permissions
system enables permissions
clearance teams to track
permissions acquired across
multiple products along with
usage and financial information.

